Blue lincoln ls

The Lincoln LS is a four-door, five-passenger luxury sedan manufactured and marketed by
Ford's Lincoln division over a single generation from â€” Trim levels ranged from the base V6
model to the Special Edition V8 LSE trims in , with revised front and rear fascia, taillights and
foglights, and front grille. Approximately , were manufactured, including 2, with manual
transmissions and 1, LSE editions. In , the LS debuted as Lincoln's first rear-wheel drive sport
luxury sedan for the model year, under influence from the newly established Premier
Automotive Group. Lincoln originally intended to marketed the sedan in two versions, the LS6
and the LS8 , the names reflecting their respective engine layouts. Toyota 's Lexus division
noted concern about the potential name confusion with its Lexus LS and Lincoln ended up
using only the name "LS". In designing the LS to be competitive in its segment, the LS'
German-born chief designer, said of the car, "In a segment defined and dominated by BMW and
Mercedes, the car had to have a functional, no-nonsense look. Leather seating surfaces were
standard, the steering wheel could be wood- and leather-wrapped, and the interior featured
wood accents. Available options included a six-disc in-dash CD changer only accessible
through the glove box initially; changed on later models , power moonroof, and a universal
garage door opener. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes were standard along with an optional
traction control system , marketed as Ford's AdvanceTrac. Numerous suspension components,
as well as the hood, decklid, and front fenders, were aluminum. The LS came with standard inch
alloy wheels while inch wheels were available through an optional sport package. The battery of
the LS was located in the spare tire well in the car's trunk. The base LS was powered by an
all-aluminum 3. Optional in the LS was an all-aluminum 3. Both engines required premium-grade
gasoline. Ford's 5R55S five-speed automatic transmission with an optional manual shift ability
called SelectShift was standard with either engine, while a Getrag five-speed manual
transmission was available for V6-equipped LS models through an optional sport package.
Automatic transmission-equipped cars featured a 3. Lincoln stopped production of the
manual-transmission model LS after 2, were manufactured. The powertrain control module in
automatic transmission models with the SelectShift option was originally programmed to
prevent launching in first gear; i. For the model year , first-gear launches were programmed into
the transmission, reflecting revised fuel economy regulations. In , the LSE Limited Special
Edition package was introduced in V6 and V8 versions, with a revised fascia including round
fog lamp openings and a special metallic grille treatment, and with enlarged lower body rocker
panels, special wheels, and twin dual-exhaust tailpipes. The exterior received HID headlamps
optional and a revised trunklid with revised taillights. Both available engines received a boost in
power and torque, as well as slightly improved fuel efficiency. The 3. The optional 3. LSE
versions were also available in the and model years, with unique fascia , unique inch wheels,
all-red tail lights, a color-keyed grille, unique floormats, and additional wood paneling in the
interior. Earlier LS models had a mechanical engine cooling fan that was operated with a
hydraulic pump because the electrical charging system did not have sufficient capacity to
effectively power an electric fan. A later revised alternator enabled the implementation of an
electric fan for the models. The GPS navigation system uses a DVD player mounted in the trunk
under the package tray to contain the map data. The V6-powered model was dropped from the
lineup. The Lincoln LS has received very high marks in occupant protection. Toyota threatened
a trademark infringement lawsuit, due to the similar naming scheme used on the Lexus LS ,
while at the same time, Ford threatened a lawsuit regarding the Toyota T concept, arguing that
the name was too close to that of the F From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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smooth and comfortable entry-level luxury sedan that lacks the refinement and athleticism of its
newer competition. Introduced for the model year, the midsize, rear-drive LS is Lincoln's most
advanced vehicle in terms of technology and engineering, and it has attracted a much younger
clientele than Lincoln car dealerships are traditionally used to seeing. Unfortunately, it has

never attracted these buyers in the numbers that Lincoln would like. In , the LS benefited from
extensive updates that saw its 3. Minor transmission and suspension improvements were added
for to further refine the Lincoln's road manners and shift quality. The model year also saw
interior improvements designed to give the Lincoln car a more upscale ambience real walnut
trim found its way to the options list along with more storage space. Features like side curtain
airbags, a high-grade sound system and an onboard navigation system were also added to the
options list. That the LS is an agreeable car is not in doubt. It's here that our interest in the
Lincoln LS starts to wane. The Lincoln LS is still worth a look, but there are at least a half-dozen
competitors we'd look at first. A host of standard features are included, such as inch alloy
wheels, dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, auto-dimming mirrors and
power seats with driver's memory. Various optional upgrades include a power moonroof, HID
headlights, heated and cooled front seats, walnut burl wood trim, power-adjustable pedals and a
DVD-based navigation system combined with a THX-certified six-CD audio system. Many of
these options are bundled into the available Elite and Premium option packages. The sole
powertrain is a 3. This V8 is mated to a five-speed automatic transmission that sends power to
the rear wheels. Traction control is standard across the line, while the AdvanceTrac stability
control system is optional. Side airbags for front passengers are standard; full-length
head-curtain airbags and rear parking sensors are optional. In NHTSA crash testing, the Lincoln
LS scored five stars for protection of the driver in frontal impacts and four stars for
front-passenger protection. Side-impact tests resulted in a four-star score for front-seat
occupants and five stars for rear-seat passengers. Smooth and gutsy off the line, the V8
remains quiet while providing strong acceleration from almost any speed. The Lincoln's
handling is commendable considering its size, but as the turns get smaller, the LS begins to feel
bigger. Out on the highway, the Lincoln LS plays the part of a touring sedan almost perfectly,
offering both a smooth ride and secure handling. But as a sport sedan, it's average at best.
Materials quality is not up to the level of import competitors', but real wood, faux titanium and
chrome accents add some visual interest to the Lincoln LS cockpit. The leather upholstery is
soft to the touch, and although the well-cushioned chairs provide excellent comfort during
highway cruising, their lack of lateral support makes them unsuitable for more spirited driving.
The backseat offers more room than most entry-level luxury sedans, as even 6-footers will find
ample head-, leg- and foot room. I just purchased a Lincoln ls v8 sport. I just got out of an 06
GTO with hp so I was a little skeptical of the hp v8. Especially the surround sound. Roomy,
comfortable ride! Throttle lags a bit especially in low gears, compared to gto very stiff sporty
suspension handles nice and most other performance is as advertised. I put K on a LS without
incident and then traded it for the with 5K. I have been very happy with this car in every single
way and now have over K miles on it. The only issue I've had was replacing the thermostat. It's a
bit of a challenge and the guy changing it me didn't get the housing tight the first time. No
issues after that. Runs great, drives great, gets decent mpg and still looks good. I'd buy a new
one tomorrow if they still made them. Picked up a pre-owned with 32k on it. Love the ride,
acceleration, and the interior. I'm tired of all the gadgetry in all the other cars. I just want to
drive, not be freaking entertained. Love the SelectShift and blowing the doors off of Beemers. I
have had little maintenance. Bought used from a dealer as a program car with 9K. Maintenance
in 7. Great fun to drive and comfortable on long trips. Write a review. See all 46 reviews.
Available styles include Sport 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Lincoln LS and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the LS 4. Edmunds consumer
reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other
drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including
performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available
as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the LS.
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lincoln LS and
all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations
for the LS featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the

AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Lincoln LS. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Lincoln Lincoln
LS. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lack of a manual transmission keeps
it from true sport sedan status, build quality lags behind German and Japanese competitors, not
as nimble as other sport sedans in its class. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review The Lincoln LS is a smooth and comfortable entry-level
luxury sedan that lacks the refinement and athleticism of its newer competition. Lincoln has
discontinued the V6 engine for and trimmed the car's remaining styles down to a single V8
Sport model, which includes a chrome grille with body-color surround, round foglamps and
body-color rear license plate trim. Updated wheel designs and two new option packages round
out the changes for ' Sponsored cars related to the LS. Most helpful consumer reviews 4.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the LS both on the road and
at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new
car, keep in mind that the LS has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the Lincoln LS is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews,
which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the LS. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the LS's average
consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering
whether the Lincoln LS is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature
availability should all be factors in determining whether the LS is a good car for you. Check
back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other
versions include: Sport 4dr Sedan 3. LS variants include Sport 4dr Sedan 3. What do people
think of the Lincoln LS? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust
series of ratings and reviews for the Lincoln LS and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Lincoln LS? Can't find a new Lincoln LSs you want in
your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Lincoln
LS? Check out Lincoln lease specials. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
View Photos. Year Select Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim?
Trim Select Trim. Don't know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior
and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear
with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal
wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood
damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are
there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior
parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How
many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any
other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an
instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no
annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select
State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Lincoln LS. Sport 4dr Sedan 3.
See more. Did you know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book
value, but is often used as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find
the market value of your Lincoln LS on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about
your vehicle, such as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in
worse shape, you'll want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two
condition levels. Learn more. A number of factors will affect how much a Lincoln LS is worth.
For starters, you'll need information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim
level. If you need a more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and
you'll get an accurate appraisal. The value of a Lincoln LS, or any vehicle, is determined by its

age, mileage, condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed
appraisal, where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other
condition levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Lincoln LS. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer
reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Lincoln
LS and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Lincoln LS is a good
vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's
priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the LS.
Sign Up. Used Lincoln LS for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating.
Overall 2. I Loved the look and the shape of my car. I loved racing the LS when it was running
correctly! It was a smooth pick up and a great laugh when I won the street races, especially
against males. It had an awesome pioneer audio system, so music sounded amazing. My cool
grey leather seats were not black, with an outside black paint job, so my seats did not scorch
my skin when I got into my car in the Florida heat! All the engine problems I had with it. I had to
replace countless other engine parts just so the car would not over heat and leave me stranded
as it had a few times prior. I ended up paying way more for the car than it was worth before I
even officially owned it! Pretty but painfully! Overall 4. I was leery of getting a Lincoln, but since
we've purchased it, I absolutely love it. I love the power of the V8, and I love the styling inside
and outside of the vehicle. It rides very smooth, has great handling and acceleration. I looks
very sharp driving down the road with the polished wheels and deep burgundy paint. The cabin
is decked out with wonderful climate control and a great sound system. The leather seats are
wonderful with heating and cooling. Our child enjoys the roomy back seat and the fold down
armrest with cup holders. The trunk is spacious and held a lot of luggage for our trip to Florida.
I like the car alarm system. I just wish the driver's side rear door would lock when we lock the
car. The transmission slips on occasion, and that wor The transmission slips on occasion, and
that worries me because that will be an expensive repair. I love the moon roof. I like that it will
recess into the roof as well as pop up if you don't want the roof totally open. I love that I can
hold down the unlock button on my key fob and have all the windows and the moon roof open
before I get to my car to let the heat out. We enjoyed our trips to Columbia in this car. We take
frequent trips due to our child's medical needs, and this car is such a joy on the trip. I love the
power of the Jaguar V8 engine. I have no problems passing other vehicles when driving on
two-lane roads. I love how it handles a curvy road, and I love how bright my headlights are. I
love the moon roof and the spacious trunk. I love the leather seating, climate controls and all
the little extras that I haven't had in a car before. When it rains we get water inside the cabin.
We're not sure where it's coming from. The transmission slips sometimes, even though our
maintenance reports come back as having no problems. The rear driver's side door does not
like to lock when you hit the lock button. The alarm sounds if you open the door, so I don't
worry so much about someone getting into my car, but it is a bit unnerving. The windshield
wipers quit if you engage the left blinker. For the most part these are minor concerns that we
can have fixed, but the transmission issue is very concerning. Overall 5. It's never given me any
problems. It's over 16 years old and is still in really good condition both mechanically and
physically. The interior has held up well, and none of the electrical features have broken down.
If I could purchase a brand new version of this car I would, but they no longer make this mode
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l. Overall, this vehicle runs great. I love driving over to Las Vegas or any long road trip in my
car since its so comfortable, and spacious. My initial favorite thing about this vehicle was the
design. It is perfect, not too long or too short. It's a perfect looking luxury car, but what I really
love about it is how smooth it runs. I feel like I'm sitting on my sofa even if I'm driving fast.
Actually the faster I go the smoother it runs. I also like the comfort of the seats. It feels like I'm
sitting in a limo. The only cons about my car is that it is old and that Lincoln no longer makes
this model. Also, the touch up paint is no longer available, so I have to put up with the scratches
it has gotten over the years. Another con would be where the battery is placed. For some reason
or another they decided to place the battery in the trunk of the car. Sometimes it's inconvenient
when I want to help someone jump start their car. Used Lincoln LS. Used Cars for Sale. Lucie,
Florida Overall.

